DUTCH ORIENTAL MEGAYACHTS LLC
P.O. BOX NO. 128161, DUBAI, U.A.E
TEL : +971-4-2350264 / FAX : +971-4-2253358

DISCLAIMER & UNDERTAKING
1. Participant should read & understand all the terms & conditions mentioned with the disclaimer.
2. No swimming is allowed in the open sea and after sunset. No one is allowed to jump off the yacht from
the fly bridge
3. Organizer is required to give a copy bound to deposit his Original Identification Paper (Emirates ID
Card, Passport or Driving License) at the start of hire period as a guarantee against any fine or damage
occur by participant if not will be returned at the end of the hire period.
4. All Guests need to provide a Copy of their Identification (Passport/Emirates ID) and emergency Contact
details, prior to boarding.
5. Loud music is not allowed into the marina channel as it's prohibited due to its residential area, any fine
will be the responsibility of the participant in this regard.
6. Please adhere to the UAE rules and regulations of Dutch Oriental Mega Yachts.

COVID 19 REGULATIONS
7. As per current DMCA rules Boats can take only 50% of Registered Guest Capacity.
8. DJ , Live entertainment, Dancing is strictly not allowed without a written DTCM approval.
9. All Government Safety guidelines including Social distancing and wearing Masks as applicable need to
be followed by the Guests and Organizers.
10. In case of COVID Violations Dutch Oriental reserves the right to terminate a party, and/or Captain will
turn back the Boat to Parking where COVID preventive guidelines are not followed by the customer/
client or third parties (entertainers, DJ etc.). No refund will be issued in this case and Violators will be
reported to Authorities.
11. Captain's decision would be final in regard to safety of guest and law compliance.
12. Any fine levied by the authorities for breach of any laws or regulations including COVID Guidelines
would be the responsibility of the Organizer / Client and Dutch Oriental Megayachts LLC, reserves the
rights to recover any fines & penalties or loss in revenues because of such breach and/or terms &
conditions of this contract.

UNDERTAKING
I the undersigned, understand and agree to abide with the Terms and Conditions above.
I am fully aware of the risk involved in participating in the cruise and I agree to assume all risk of death,
injury and damage of Dutch Oriental Mega Yachts property resulting directly or indirectly for any Violations
at the dock or in the sea for my passengers & myself.
I agree to hold harmless Dutch Oriental Mega Yachts, its offices & employees from any and all liabilities,
claims, damages or actions including legal cost resulting from any Violations
Guest Name:
Signature:
Emirates ID / Passport No:
Event Date & Time:
Mobile & Email Contact:

